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LOCAL ELECTION RESULT

ambitions and desires must
be subordinated to the
common good. The
candidates job is to know and
be known by the electorate.
Votes are not given because
electors read party
programmes, but on trust
and confidence. Labour
gained that fanatical support
which it still holds in so many
areas, in spite of repeated
We stood 27 independent
atmosphere both novel and betrayals, because Labour
candidates more than the NF, repellant. This activity, as we candidates could say to the
BNP, and the latest false
might expect, is directed not electors, "we are your own
hope ForBritain put together! to elevating or constructive folk, we come from your own
Unlike all the others we
purposes, but to deliberate streets, we have lived your
actually had 5 elected. This deception and the vilification lives, we know your
is a small step but
of opponents. To avoid this problems, therefore trust
nevertheless a greater step NBU candidates will continue us." And they were trusted,
than any other party has
to stand as 'independent' for but no longer. Therefore
Blackshirt candidates must
managed in almost the last now.
know their constitutes
ten years. Our approach
works, local people
The NBU candidate in future problems and outlook as well
as they do their own. They
concentrating on local issues contests will not wish to
may not grab the headlines emulate the fatuous figure must study their ward and
our movements policy, get
but we are getting people in cut by the old gang
involved in the community,
positions where they might candidate. They must be
holding public meetings and
actually make a difference. known and trusted by the
Unsung heroes, yes at the
electorate, and for practical writing to all local
moment, but our day will
reasons their names must be newspapers, leaflet every
come and their names will
shouted from the rooftops. household once every three
months over the next year.
shine out as the leading
But before everything, a
lights they are. Now we need candidate representing our By the time the next local
election comes round every
to get started on wards for movement must feel that
voter in the ward will know
next year. The New British
they are a member of a
our candidates name. Every
Union candidate in a
team.
democratic election would It is the main principle of our voter will know our
candidates are on their side.
find themselves in an
creed that individual
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JEZ TURNER FOUNDER OF
intimidated by this course of Fashion and the Catholic
LONDON FORUM LOCKED UP action.
Imagination.
So upset was Bending that he So-called celebrities went in
After a three-day trial,
left the Metropolitan Police an array of styles mocking
London Forum founder Jez and emigrated to the United papal regalia, Christian
Turner was convicted and
Arab Emirates.
symbols, nativity scenes, and
sentenced to 12 months
Later in 2010 the Met’s
sporting crosses and angelic
imprisonment for offences
borough commander in
wings.
against Britain’s notorious
Barnet, another area where Rihanna wore a papalrace laws.
Shomrim were becoming
themed, gem-encrusted gown
active, also criticised this
and mitre. Sarah Jessica
exclusive Jewish police
Parker's headgear was made
force, saying: Uniformed
up of a nativity scene. Katy
patrols which communities Perry tried her best [and
are asked to pay for make
failed] to look angelic in
me extremely nervous.
white feathers and gold
Yet Mr Turner’s criticism of dress.
Shomrim has today been
Rosie Huntington-Whiteley
criminalised. The
[whoever she is] had a 'halo'
Metropolitan Police and the and plunging neckline.
Crown Prosecution Service
Jennifer Lopez wore a big,
Mr Turner’s ‘offence’ dated had at first not thought to
embroidered, cross on front
back to 2015 when he spoke prosecute him for the 2015 of her 'dress'. Needless to
at a demonstration in
speech, but relentless
say Madonna took part with a
Whitehall against the special pressure was exerted by the mesh cross across her
Jewish police force known as ‘Campaign Against
dress's bodice.
Shomrim.
Antisemitism’ and the
In the words of the wellThis racially exclusive police Community Security Trust, an known American actor, James
force had already attracted ultra-Zionist lobby group
Wood, 'If this kind of group
opposition from several
whose founders were part of insult towards a religion were
senior police officers. When the violent Jewish 62 Group, aimed at Islam, for example,
Shomrim first began to
which also spawned
we would have another
appear in North London in
Searchlight magazine.
Charlie Hebdo on our hands.
2008, then Hackney borough In a sense this was a CST
In other words, there would
commander Steve Dann
prosecution, not a Crown
be a violent reaction. Piers
said: I am very upset that
prosecution. We now know Morgan wondered what folks
no-one has approached me who rules 21st century
would have felt if it had been
about this. It has been done Britain.
a Jewish theme. All hell
behind my back. I see this as
would break loose.
a slight against us, that we Christians must stand up for The trendy Cardinal
are not providing a service.
their faith.
Archbishop of New York,
In 2010 Dann’s successor in
Timothy Dolan, went to the
Hackney, Steve Bending
Yet again, Christianity comes show and defended it! God
said: I do not support the
under a blasphemous attack help Christianity in the USA if
concept of any community from a liberal, trendy crowd! he is one of its leaders.
having their own patrol
This time it was a New York Perhaps it is time for us
service. There is a risk of
fashion gala run by the
Christians to take a leaf from
other communities feeling Metropolitan Museum of Art Islam's book and stand up for
called Heavenly Bodies:
our faith.
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INCORRECT MESSAGE
It has been bought to our
attention that PayPal have
sent out the following to our
members making monthly
payments;

New British Union have not
suspended payments as you
are aware, PayPal closed our
account and refused to reopen it.
We were forced to open a
bank account to take
standing orders to cover the
monthly rent on NBU Office
as well as PayM to purchase
items from the store.

DONATE
People should anticipate a
As the nature of the crisis
critical period in the
develops, so too must the
intensity of New British Unionimmediate future. Ours is the
propaganda. More and more only movement that is
of the available resources of organising to take effective
action upon the arrival of the
the movement must be
crisis, but we need your
devoted to providing the
ammunition of battle, which support to help increase the
volume and reach of our
is propaganda material.
propaganda material in order
People should anticipate a
to prepare our people for the
critical period in the
disaster which everimmediate future. Ours is the approaches Britain.
only movement that is
organising to take effective We need your assistance in
action upon the arrival of the our struggle. We ask all those
with the nationalist flame
crisis, but we need your
support to help increase the burning within their hearts to
forego but a few simple
volume and reach of our
propaganda material in order pleasures a week in order to
to prepare our people for the contribute a greatlyappreciated sum of a few
disaster which everpounds or more.
approaches Britain.
We need your assistance in It is the absolute and
our struggle. We ask all those immediate duty of every
member to enrol other
with the nationalist flame
burning within their hearts to patriots. You will convince
others only by the force and
forego but a few simple
pleasures a week in order to validity of your argument, its
soundness confirmed by proof
contribute a greatlyof its premises. Always
appreciated sum of a few
remember that a majority
pounds or more.
within the politically-active
It is the absolute and
youth have fallen prey to
immediate duty of every
Marxian ideology. Their
member to enrol other
propaganda has been
patriots. You will convinceAs relentlessly broadcast for
the nature of the crisis
decades, hidden under a thin
develops, so too must the
veneer of musical or visual
intensity of New British Unionentertainment, and has
propaganda. More and more spread like a disease
of the available resources of throughout our whole nation.
the movement must be
We Fascists are to be the
devoted to providing the
ammunition of battle, which great and vital antidote
injected into the veins of our
is propaganda material.
sick and dying Britain.
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To aid us in our efforts will
require considerable selfdiscipline, forsaking leisure
time for education and
preparation; for spreading
our message; for defending
the values of our nation.
Please give what you can every penny shall be utilised
in the growth of New British
Union and the delivery of
New-Fascism to our
embattled people. others
only by the force and validity
of your argument, its
soundness confirmed by
proof of its premises. Always
remember that a majority
within the politically-active
youth have fallen prey to
Marxian ideology. Their
propaganda has been
relentlessly broadcast for
decades, hidden under a thin
veneer of musical or visual
entertainment, and has
spread like a disease
throughout our whole nation.
We Fascists are to be the
great and vital antidote
injected into the veins of our
sick and dying Britain.
To aid us in our efforts will
require considerable selfdiscipline, forsaking leisure
time for education and
preparation; for spreading
our message; for defending
the values of our nation.
Please give what you can every penny shall be utilised
in the growth of New British
Union and the delivery of
New-Fascism to our
embattled people.
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SEVENTY YEARS OF LIES

dismayed to see the verbal with law-abiding honourable
attacks from some EDL
and loyal comrades to
History is written, not so
members against the Police, represent them, they want
much by the victors, but by make no mistake the police People not Politicians and
those who control the means are the thin blue line
that is what NBU and only
of communication. And so for between the forces of
NBU can offer them.
the last seventy years
anarchy and the order of
liberals, socialists and
civilised society.
Discipline, dedication,
communists have spewed out
direction Blackshirts have it
their hatred of British
all, the real march starts
Fascism and all it has stood
here, help us build the
for in the trade’s unionfascist future, the only real
funded newsletters and
alternative, help us reach
websites, the school
the people with the truth
textbooks, the university
and break through 70 years
journals, the academic
of lies.
works, the popular novels,
the songs, the newspapers,
the magazines, the television These ‘patriots’ need to look
at their behaviour and how it
documentaries, and even,
confirms to the stereotype it
the Hollywood movies.
portrays.
This has made our task
difficult but not impossible; To imagine that any
the truth will always break extremism can be combated
through the barrage of lies as by demonstrations that
long as we remain steadfast mostly result in EDL v UAF v
under fire. The first truth on Police is at the very least
the path to enlightenment is misguided. Walking drunkenly
down a street chanting e-ethat liberalism leads to
edl is not going to effect
persecution. Remove the
smiling mask from a liberal Islamic extremism one jot.
and you will see a face
snarling with satanic hatred Anything from 40-60% of
of all that makes us British. people no longer vote, they
have simply given up on
It is the liberal political elite politics and politicians and
feel they are not represented
that is our enemy and the
by any party or movement.
enemy of all hard working
decent law abiding people, it These are the people that
is the liberal socialists and hold the future of Britain in
communists who make up the their hands; these are the
people we need to reach. But
anti-British UAF-Hope not
Hate-Searchlight thugs that acting like football fans or
indeed Eton Toffs will not
attack not only us but the
Police Service who enforce attract them. People want
honesty, decency, strength,
the laws made by the
fairness, and real leadership
political elite. I have been
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